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Pentecost 10th Sunday Called to be One Body August 1 2021 

May the words of my mouth and the meditations of our hearts be pleasing unto 

You, O Lord, our Rock and our Redeemer. Amen! 

Ephesians 4:1–16   

I therefore, a prisoner for the Lord, urge you to walk in a manner worthy of 

the calling to which you have been called, 2 with all humility and gentleness, 

with patience, bearing with one another in love, 3 eager to maintain the 

unity of the Spirit in the bond of peace. 4 There is one body and one Spirit—

just as you were called to the one hope that belongs to your call— 5 one 

Lord, one faith, one baptism, 6 one God and Father of all, who is over all and 

through all and in all. 7 But grace was given to each one of us according to 

the measure of Christ's gift.  

Paul makes use of a favorite image here: our life as a walk, a journey from here to 

there, one step at a time. I am a typical modern American, which means I am 

sedentary. My chair knows me too well and the remote control has fused to my 

hand. I need to get up and walk, and not just to the refrigerator. But there is 

another walk I also fail to take – a walk in a manner worthy of the calling I have 

received. This walking imagery calls people to a motion, a walking, a way of living. 

Adoption, Redemption, Resurrection have alienated us from our sinful past and 

given us new names, new freedoms, and new lives. We now stand inside God’s 

love, measuring its height, breadth, depth, and length. Paul’s descriptions of this 

walk will always function with the Law’s second use, accusing me of my failures. 

We will need to return repeatedly to the font of grace found in Word and 

Sacrament to hear the Gospel in our ears.  

Paul makes great use of adoption/redemption/resurrection metaphors. In each of 

those metaphors there is an alienation which takes place. Paul spoke of our 

adoption as the sons of God (1:5). I grew up thinking about that adoption 

metaphor as I had experienced it in the lives of people I knew, primarily as a child 

being adopted by parents, often a couple who could not have a child.  
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But this is not adoption in Paul’s world. In Paul’s world the adopted individual was 

often an adult. He (and it was almost always a man) was adopted because a 

family in a higher social stratum needed a worthy heir. This usually involved a 

younger son of a family who was not expecting to get such a large inheritance. 

That is important. When he was adopted, he had to be alienated from and 

renounce his claim on any inheritance which would have come from his biological 

father.  

The bankrupt man who is sold into slavery and redeemed is alienated from his 

debt. Here Paul is describing that new inheritance by contrasting it with the old 

inheritance and that new opportunity to live a different way than the bankrupt 

old ways. To be redeemed in the ancient world was something that happened to 

slaves. Quite often, one became a slave through a process which was akin to 

bankruptcy today. This makes it another alienation metaphor. One is alienated 

from your former debt. A slave cannot hold debt, so when they sold you into 

slavery, you were debt free. Your friend could come down to the slave market and 

“redeem” you from slavery and set you free. 

There is a third alienation metaphor which Paul uses in the first part of chapter 2. 

We were all dead and now have been made alive. Death also is an alienation. Paul 

speaks of a widow no longer being bound by her marital oath once her spouse 

dies (Rom 7:1-3). The person who has died, has died to the whole old life.  

Paul speaks of the reality of what Christ has done for the Christian life. He is 

normally hesitant about saying too much in these instances, lest he simply make 

another law for us to follow. He seems more willing to tell us what not to do. 

“Don’t unite yourself to a prostitute!” “Don’t sue your brothers in Christ!” He is 

less eager to tell us what we should do in specific language “A man should love his 

wife.” But what does that exactly look like? He doesn’t usually do that and 

likewise here there is not a great deal of specificity. He speaks much more 

specifically about the attitudes of the heart, the inner human being. It seems he 

will not prescribe a certain action, but he will say every action must come from 

love, humility, gentleness, etc.  
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The appeal for the Christian life comes out of the calling which God has creatively 

made in his Word and the Holy spirit attached to it. He calls us, He defines us, and 

He causes it to be. The life is defined in terms of principles and not specific sorts 

of actions. He is not creating a new law here, but describing something that might 

look very different from generation to generation, from village to village, even 

situation to situation, but these principles tie them together: love, humility, 

gentleness. The question is not whether we have followed the specific rule which 

governs this situation but whether our actions are gentle, humble, and loving.  

All of this is part of unity. That is the overarching piece to this. We can follow the 

rules and be divisive you see, just attend a synodical convention if you want an 

example of that. Too often we find there are lots of rules which are followed with 

the seeming intent to divide us and exercise power over each other.  

Then look to the purpose of this whole thing, this church, is nurturing. The goal is 

the building up of the body of Christ, the people of God. God calls us and His 

calling has a powerful attraction. He calls us out of our egocentric small world into 

a life marked by humility, gentleness, patience, loving forgiveness, and peace. We 

are not the center; He is. The hurts and problems of our lives are in His hands. We 

no longer have to get even or settle the scores.  

 

Paul envisions a time when we are no longer infants, deceived by human cunning 

and subject to the tumultuous waves of deceitful schemes and craftiness. Could 

we find a better description of the last year? We have seen conspiracy theories 

abounding, people unhinged by a fear of catching the virus and others who 

disbelieve the virus even exists. It was a wild election and an even wilder year for 

the students in our schools. Today we have angst about Critical Race Theory and 

falling condominiums. Paul’s vision for a world in which we are no longer tossed 

about by such things, a world in which we consider things as adults and make 

faithful, rational, and healthy decisions, seems so far away from our reality 

sometimes. Paul sees a world in which we no longer have buildings falling down 

because people cut corners.  
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One of my fellow pastors got a call from a parishioner, an elderly man who was 

isolated by his fear of COVID and by the lockdown. He was terrified. Someone had 

called him and told him that his Social Security account had been stolen and if he 

did not call this number right away, he would lose all his benefits. Of course, none 

of this was true. The caller was trying to perpetrate a scam and steal from him. He 

did not call the number right away; instead, he called his Pastor when he was 

afraid. He was not willing to believe him entirely, so, together they contacted a 

Lutheran lawyer whom they both knew. Eventually they convinced the elderly 

gentleman that this was not real. His benefits were not being siphoned off. He 

should not call the number and give the other person on the line any personal 

details. Here was human cunning, craftiness, and false schemes preying on a 

vulnerable old man whose age and isolation had impaired his ability to discern the 

truth.  

But this little story is also exactly what Paul means when he says we grow to 

maturity in Christ. For we walk together. The three of them together, the old 

man, the pastor, and the lawyer, were far stronger than just one of them alone. 

They were not so vulnerable to the scam. The Christian calling is to maintain the 

unity in the bond of peace. That unity, in which we watch out for one another, 

results in the very vision which Paul sees. We will have to maintain that unity. It 

takes work. Sometimes we must address the friend who has believed the bizarre 

conspiracy theory and that is hard. But we do it because Christ has redeemed 

them as well. We are called to walk with them. We cannot cancel them and walk 

away.  

God, by the Holy Spirit, calls us out of our old way of life, with its self-reliance and 

egocentrism. He adopts, redeems and resurrects us out of our old lives. We are 

now humble, gentle, and patiently loving with one another. We forgive each 

other. We are all united into one body in Christ, washed in one baptism, 

confessing one Faith, and under the loving rule of One Father. That does not make 

us all the same. This is not a cult where we all have to wear the same clothes, or 

something like that. God delights in our differences, but we are all called to one 

faith and to a unity in the Spirit.  
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That walk is a good walk, a worthy walk. By being united in Christ the world finds 

us far less susceptible to its schemes and ploys. Forgiving and loving one another, 

we support one another in our weaknesses. It is a good walk, a worthy walk, a 

worthy way of living, a living in the repentance, forgiveness and new life of our 

Baptisms.  

God’s calls us to walk in relationship with other people. Being filled with His love 

and patience, we forgive. More than that, our lives are now lived outwardly. Our 

lives are a gift to this world from Christ. He calls us to love and serve, using our 

unique gifts and in our unique situations. Because He is God, he can custom fit 

that truth to every one of us. Some are apostles, others teachers, preachers, 

caregivers, parents, servants, and much more. But our lives are now directed 

outward to the service of others.  

 

Together, united in the bond of peace which Christ has established in his body, we 

grow up. The world no longer can deceive us with its false claims and treachery. 

The schemers and cheaters do not find us easy prey. We watch out for one 

another and build each other up. For we are all one body, connected to one head, 

that is Jesus into whom we all were baptized and whom we all serve. We are 

infused with one Spirit and we are called by one Father. And remember whose 

work this is. The Holy Spirit calls us by the Gospel, enlightens us with His gifts, 

sanctifies and keeps us in the true faith. 

May the love of God and the grace of our Lord and Savior Jesus Christ and the 

power of the Holy Spirit abide in you to life everlasting. Amen! 


